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Abstract

This paper examines the potential reinforcement of motivated beliefs when individuals

with identical biases communicate. We propose a controlled online experiment that

allows to manipulate belief biases and the communication environment. We find that

communication, even among like-minded individuals, diminishes motivated beliefs if it

takes place in an environment without previously declared external opinions. In the

presence of external plural opinions, however, communication does not reduce but rather

aggravates motivated beliefs. Our results indicate a potential drawback of the plurality

of opinions—it may create communication environments wherein motivated beliefs not

only persist but also become contagious within social networks.
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1 Introduction

A significant portion of our beliefs exhibit systematic distortions. We display overconfidence

regarding our abilities or outward appearance (Moore and Healy; 2008; Kogan et al.; 2021;

Huffman et al.; 2022), endorse fabricated statistics or false information about political out-

comes (Flynn et al.; 2017), and hold self-serving beliefs about individuals outside our social

circles (Di Tella et al.; 2015; Ging-Jehli et al.; 2020). Importantly, these (biased) beliefs

are not formed in isolation but are often shaped by social interactions and communication

with other individuals. This aspect has gained increasing attention because there is growing

evidence that individuals tend to seek out communication partners who share similar be-

liefs and, arguably, similar belief biases (Gentzkow and Shapiro; 2011; Bakshy et al.; 2015;

Barnidge; 2017) – a tendency that appears to be reinforced by the matching algorithms

of various social media platforms (Cinelli et al.; 2021). In light of this evidence, a major

concern is that selective communication may aggravate belief biases rather than accumulate

information, potentially undermining social cohesion by promoting extremism, polarization

of political beliefs, violence, political gridlock, and social immobility (Levy and Razin; 2019;

Sunstein; 2017).

One form of bias that has come under particular scrutiny is the tendency to form motivated

beliefs. Extensive research has shown that individuals often hold these biases to enhance

their self-image or gain anticipatory utility. Importantly, achieving this frequently requires

individuals to adopt specific political ideologies (Schwardmann et al.; 2022; Thaler; 2023) or

embrace (biased) negative perceptions of outsiders (Di Tella et al.; 2015; Ging-Jehli et al.;

2020). Therefore, the dissemination of these biases through communication within like-

minded communities is thought to significantly influence policy preferences, political ideolo-

gies, and political polarization (Bénabou and Tirole; 2006; Bénabou; 2015; Levy and Razin;

2019; Sprengholz et al.; 2023). Despite the severe consequences that reinforcement of moti-

vated beliefs may thus have, causal evidence on whether communication can indeed lead to

an accumulation of such biases rather than an aggregation of information is still absent.

Because individuals maintain motivated beliefs for self-serving purposes, the effect of com-

munication on the extent of the bias is, in fact, unclear. On the one hand, individuals’

motivation to uphold their beliefs may lead them to selectively ignore, discount, or forget

pieces of the conversation that contradict their self-serving views (Bénabou; 2015; Golman
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et al.; 2017; Zimmermann; 2020). As a consequence, communication may reinforce biases,

in particular, if it occurs within like-minded communities. On the other hand, expressing

motivated beliefs may harm the speaker’s reputation or conflict with prevailing social norms,

compelling individuals to suppress opinions that align with their motivated beliefs during

conversations (Loury; 1994; Morris; 2001; Braghieri; 2022; Bursztyn et al.; 2020; Golman;

2023). The relative importance of these countervailing effects depends on the communication

environment. An important aspect in this regard is the presence of external plural opinions

that individuals can draw upon and refer to. When plural opinions are available, they can

provide justifications for one’s self-serving convictions and may provide social cover so that

individuals feel comfortable expressing and upholding even socially ostracized views that sup-

port their motivated beliefs (Masser and Phillips; 2003; Bursztyn, Egorov, Haaland, Rao and

Roth; 2023). Indeed, the remarkable ease with which individuals can find rationales even for

the most extreme, unpopular, or factually incorrect opinions is a major concern with respect

to many online communication environments.

In light of these considerations, this paper develops an experimental paradigm to analyze the

propagation of motivated beliefs through communication. Embracing the notion that com-

munication may be particularly problematic if belief distortions are shared within a commu-

nication network, we study two main questions: (i) Does communication among individuals

with the same motivated beliefs reinforce or reduce their biases? (ii) What communication

environments are particularly likely to reinforce motivated beliefs?

Our experimental design has three important features which are essential to investigate these

questions. First, the experiments take place online, which allows us to implement communi-

cation between participants in a natural but controlled way through free-form chats. Second,

the setup enables us to exogenously induce motivated beliefs without affecting the informa-

tion participants hold. This feature is indispensable for drawing inferences about whether

communication among individuals with similar biases leads to a proliferation of those biases.

In particular, naturally occurring belief biases are typically correlated with preferences, in-

formation, communication habits, and how individuals process new information. Therefore,

pairing participants with similar natural belief biases would confound the effect of the chat

partner’s bias in beliefs with that of her characteristics and information. As a result, it

would be impossible to determine whether communication leads to an accumulation of in-

formation or a reinforcement of biases. Third, we can exogenously manipulate whether or
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not participants see opinions beyond those expressed in the chat. This feature enables us to

study how the plurality of opinions available to individuals affects the extent to which the

communication environment reinforces belief distortions.

In our experiment, we implement a simple decision environment in which participants are

randomly assigned to groups of two, with one Player A and one Player B. Each group plays

two dictator games, and each player is once the dictator and once the recipient. In the

first dictator game, Player A is the dictator and can distribute an endowment either fairly

or keep most of it for herself. In the second dictator game, Player B is the dictator and

distributes another endowment. However, the exact options that Player B can choose from

are randomly determined. In 50% of the cases, Player B has the same options as Player A –

a fair split or keeping most for herself. In the other 50% of the cases, Player B has no options

to choose from, and the equal distribution is automatically implemented. This variation

in Player B’s choice options constitutes our first treatment dimension. The crucial element

of the experiment is its information structure. All players are equally informed about the

structure and payoffs of the two dictator games as well as the two different possible choice

sets that Player B may face, but they receive no information about the other players’ choices.

Furthermore, Player A receives no information on which of the choice sets materialized for

Player B, and this is common knowledge.

Our main object of interest is the belief that Player B holds about the behavior of the

matched Player A. This belief should, in principle, not depend on Player B’s own choice

options, which are commonly known to be unknown to Player A. However, the literature

on motivated beliefs (Di Tella et al.; 2015; Zimmermann; 2020) suggests that it might be

easier for Player B to take most of the endowment for herself if she believes Player A also

did so. Because creating such a justification is only advantageous if the endowment can be

split unevenly, Player B should only adopt negative perceptions of Player A in a self-serving

manner when having this option available. In other words, the variation in choice options

induces an exogenous distortion in the beliefs of Player B without providing information – a

prerequisite for delineating how communication aggregates biases in beliefs.

Building upon this choice paradigm, we implement two additional randomly assigned treat-

ment dimensions. First, we introduce free-form chats that allow some Players B to commu-

nicate with another Player B who faces the same choice options. In other words, participants
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who hold, on average, the same motivated beliefs communicate with each other. Second,

we manipulate the communication environment. For this purpose, we present external plu-

ral opinions to participants apart from those expressed in the chat. In particular, we show

two opposing rationales to Player B concerning the behavior of Player A before Player B

states her beliefs and before communication takes place (if there is any). This plurality of

external opinions reflects a communication environment wherein individuals can draw upon,

refer to, and subscribe to previously declared opinions (often in a self-serving manner). If

subjects harbor concerns about holding or communicating potentially unpopular opinions,

these additional opinions can furnish justifications, even for opinions others might perceive

as biased or unpopular (Loury; 1994; Morris; 2001; Golman; 2023). Based on the ideas of

Masser and Phillips (2003) and Bursztyn, Egorov, Haaland, Rao and Roth (2023), this form

of social cover is a crucial aspect of a communication environment and can significantly affect

an individual’s willingness to dissent and openly express own perspectives.

We start the analysis by focusing on the conditions without communication and without

additional opinions. These conditions show that the variation in choice options for Player B

indeed causes substantial motivated beliefs. In particular, the fraction of Players B believing

that their Player A chose the unequal split increases from 42% if Players B do not have

choice options to 62% if they have choice options – an increase by roughly 50 percent. This

20pp difference in beliefs constitutes our measure for the prevalence of the induced motivated

beliefs of Players B who have choice options and form their beliefs in isolation. Note that

our measurement of motivated beliefs is a between-subject measure. This approach has two

advantages. First, any within-subject measure would have to elicit beliefs once without a

self-serving motivation and once with a self-serving motivation from the same subject—an

approach that seems hardly feasible. Second, measuring between subjects also creates an

ideal control group that is, on average, identical to the treatment group regarding their

characteristics and information. We leverage this feature to separate the formation and

aggregation of biases from the accumulation of information through communication.

The second set of results addresses whether communication between individuals holding sim-

ilar belief biases fosters the propagation of motivated beliefs. Again, we first consider the

conditions without additional opinions. With communication, we find that the fraction of

Players B believing that their Player A chose the unequal split increases from 37% if Players

B do not have choice options to 44% if they have choice options. Hence, the belief distortions
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of Players B with choice options are significantly smaller with communication (7pp) than

without communication (20pp), implying that communication reduces motivated beliefs in

this communication environment.

Next, we repeat the same analysis in the conditions with plural opinions. In these conditions,

the effect of communication on motivated beliefs reverses: communication leads to an increase

in the measure of distortion in beliefs from 10pp without to 16pp with communication. While

the figures imply an economically relevant increase in distortions by 60%, the estimates are

imprecisely estimated and the difference between them is statistically insignificant. Nev-

ertheless, the estimates clearly show that the existence of external plural opinions at least

nullifies or even reverses the reduction in motivated beliefs by communication. Supporting

this insight, we further find that the propagation of motivated beliefs through communica-

tion is significantly more pronounced with than without a plurality of external opinions: The

triple difference estimator, which compares the 6pp increase in the bias under plurality of

opinions with the 20pp decrease without plurality, is statistically significant. Overall, our

findings strongly emphasize the role of the communication environment in the reinforcement

of motivated beliefs.

To understand why communication under plural opinions is significantly more likely to rein-

force motivated beliefs, we analyze how communication differs between treatments with and

without plural opinions. While we did not design our experiment to elucidate the exact mech-

anisms, the chat content and the correlation of beliefs between chat partners provide some

suggestive evidence. Various analyses suggest that the plurality of opinions does not affect

the chats’ content and tone. For example, chats do not differ in length, the frequency with

which they state a given opinion, the timing when they first mention an opinion, or the dis-

cussed topics. Nevertheless, we find that the correlation of beliefs within chat groups is much

stronger without plural opinions. Hence, the influence of the chat partner on beliefs seems to

be stronger without plural opinions. The chat content suggests that this weaker correlation

of beliefs under plural opinions is particularly pronounced when the partner expresses an

opinion that would contradict a motivated belief. Our data thus indicate that a plurality of

opinions selectively disrupts the link between communication that corrects self-serving belief

biases and the beliefs themselves.
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2 Related Literature

Our paper draws upon an existing literature that has extensively documented instances of

motivated reasoning in controlled experimental settings (Di Tella et al.; 2015; Engelmann

et al.; 2019; Ging-Jehli et al.; 2020; Zimmermann; 2020; Drobner; 2022), big life decisions

(Müller; 2022), competitive debating environments (Schwardmann et al.; 2022), policy prefer-

ences (Sprengholz et al.; 2023; Thaler; 2023), and among management professionals (Huffman

et al.; 2022). Because upholding such self-serving motivated beliefs often requires individuals

to adopt negative perceptions about outsiders (see e.g. Di Tella et al.; 2015; Ging-Jehli et al.;

2020), or certain policy reforms (Sprengholz et al.; 2023; Herz et al.; 2022), motivated rea-

soning is thought to be a significant catalyst for political polarization and the formation of

biased political opinions (Bénabou and Tirole; 2006; Bénabou; 2015; Levy and Razin; 2019).

While the existing studies show that motivated beliefs play an important role in individual

decisions, the idea that they can drive significant social trends implicitly assumes that social

interactions reinforce motivated beliefs or at least allows them to persist. Addressing these

ideas, our paper complements the studies in individual decision contexts by investigating un-

der which conditions communication among individuals with, on average, the same motivated

beliefs indeed reinforces or reduces the biases themselves.

We also contribute to a recent literature that studies the aggregation of belief biases through

various institutions of stylized social interactions (Oprea and Yuksel; 2022; Enke et al.; 2023;

Amelio; 2023). Oprea and Yuksel (2022) allow subjects to use sliders to signal their proba-

bilistic assessment that they and their partner both have above median or below median IQ.

They find that subjects respond to one another’s beliefs asymmetrically, causing an amplifi-

cation of overconfidence. Complementary, it has been studied how various cognitive mistakes

propagate through stylized social interactions such as auctions, betting markets, and commit-

tee experiments (Enke et al.; 2023) as well as through social learning (Amelio; 2023). These

papers show that self-selection into social interaction implies that the relationship between

confidence and performance is a key determinant of the extent to which belief aggregation

reduces or amplifies biases. Our paper distinguishes itself from the existing studies in two

important ways. First, we study the effect of natural, free-form communication on the ag-

gregation of biases, i.e., we study a different aggregating institution.1 Second, we do not

1There is also an experimental literature that studies how communication affects group choices. Papers
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study the aggregation of cognitive mistakes such as correlation neglect, gambler’s fallacy, or

exponential growth bias, but rather the propagation of motivated negative perceptions of

outsiders.

Methodologically, a key contribution of our work lies in the exogenous manipulation of in-

dividuals’ biases within a social interaction context. This design aspect allows us to cleanly

measure bias prevalence in a between-subject approach. In doing so, we effectively circumvent

potential complications that often arise when measuring beliefs within subjects while preserv-

ing orthogonality between biases and individual characteristics and information (Benôıt and

Dubra; 2011). More importantly, this methodology proves especially advantageous when

studying the aggregation of biases through social interactions. In particular, naturally occur-

ring belief biases will be correlated with confounding factors such as individuals’ information,

characteristics, and confidence (Benjamin et al.; 2013; Oprea and Yuksel; 2022; Enke et al.;

2023). Pairing individuals who naturally hold similar biases for social interactions, as has

been done in previous studies, makes it exceedingly challenging to distinguish whether social

interactions induce information aggregation or bias reinforcement.

From a more general perspective, our findings add to an ongoing discussion about the poten-

tial adverse effects of individuals’ inclination to communicate with like-minded others. Levy

and Razin (2019) and Sunstein (2017) argue that the endogenous selection of communication

partners can not only result in political polarization but also contribute to political gridlock,

hinder social mobility, and eventually pose a threat to democracy. These arguments inher-

ently build on the idea that selected social interactions induce a proliferation of biases in

beliefs and not just an accumulation of information. While there is amassing evidence that

individuals actively select their communication network online (Bakshy et al.; 2015; Cinelli

et al.; 2021) and offline (Gentzkow and Shapiro; 2011; Barnidge; 2017), causal evidence on

the extent to which communication in these selected networks indeed reinforce belief biases

instead of information is still scarce. Our paper aims to shed light on the proliferation of

motivated beliefs which seem particularly important for policy preferences and political ide-

have documented that communication makes group decisions display less risk aversion (Stoner; 1961; Teger

and Pruitt; 1967), lead to more prosocial behavior (Cason and Mui; 1998; Bartling et al.; 2022), and make

decisions reflect more closely the predictions of Nash Equilibrium (Bornstein and Yaniv; 1998; Schotter; 2003;

Cooper and Kagel; 2005; Kocher and Sutter; 2005). In contrast to these papers, we study distortions in

individuals’ beliefs and consider decisions taken in isolation and not together as a group.
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ologies (Bénabou and Tirole; 2006; Bénabou; 2015). Complementing the studies above, we

show that the effect of communication on motivated beliefs is contingent upon the commu-

nication environment. Specifically, communication is significantly more likely to reinforce

motivated beliefs if individuals can draw upon external plural opinions.

This latter finding also speaks to an ongoing discourse surrounding the impact of fake news

on social media (Allcott and Gentzkow; 2017; Barrera et al.; 2020; Bursztyn, Rao, Roth and

Yanagizawa-Drott; 2023). While previous studies primarily examine the direct effects of false

information, our research uncovers an additional, indirect effect: If there are plural opinions

that allow to support even factually wrong or otherwise ostracized arguments, individuals

seem to be able to uphold their motivated beliefs in conversations. Therefore, a positive

bias-attenuating effect of communication is nullified or even reversed in such communica-

tion environments. These findings support arguments favoring debunking fake news before

it spreads through social networks to eliminate communication environments that might re-

inforce motivated beliefs. Complementing the arguments by Bursztyn, Egorov, Haaland,

Rao and Roth (2023) that fake news can serve as social cover to express otherwise stigma-

tized opinions, we thus demonstrate that fake news can shield individuals from revising their

self-serving beliefs.

3 Experimental Design

Our study investigates how motivated beliefs propagate through communication within like-

minded communities. Studying this question requires a choice paradigm with three essential

features. First, we need to cleanly measure a meaningful, behaviorally relevant belief of

participants in an incentivized manner. Second, the paradigm must allow us to exogenously

induce motivated beliefs. In particular, naturally occurring biases in beliefs are inherently

correlated with unobserved personal experiences, preferences, and economic circumstances.

If communication occurred among participants who naturally hold the same belief biases, it

would be impossible to delineate whether the communicating partner’s biases, information, or

personal characteristics drive posterior beliefs. Third, manipulating beliefs in the treatment

group must not affect participants’ information. If the treatment manipulation was changing

information, it would not be possible to disentangle whether any induced shift in beliefs

was due to a bias in beliefs or to the informational part of the treatment. This latter
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part is non-trivial because we most often associate belief changes with updating through

incoming information. The following paragraphs describe the implemented choice paradigm

and treatments in light of these necessary features.

3.1 Choice Paradigm

We implement a simple decision environment in which participants are randomly matched

into groups of two, with one Player A and one Player B. Each group plays two binary dictator

games without feedback, and each player is once the dictator and once the recipient. In the

first dictator game, Player A is the dictator and has two options to distribute an endowment

of £5: she can either choose an equal split of £2.50 for each or allocate £4 to herself and £1 to

Player B. In the second dictator game, Player B is the dictator, allocating another additional

endowment of £5 to the two players. The exact options that Player B can choose from are

randomly determined. In 50% of the cases, Player B faces the same options as Player A, that

is, an equal split of £2.50 for each or £4 to herself and £1 for Player A. In the remaining 50%

of the cases, Player B has no option to choose from, and the allocation is automatically the

equal split.

The crucial element of the experiment is its information structure. All players are equally

informed about the structure and payoffs of the two dictator games and the two different

possible choice sets that Player B may face. However, they do not receive any information

about the other players’ choices or choice options. When making her choice, Player A knows

neither the choice of Player B nor Player B’s choice options. Equally, when making her

choice, Player B does not know the choice of Player A. This information structure is essential

because it immediately implies that it is common knowledge that the choices of Player A

cannot depend on the randomly determined and unknown choice options of Player B.

Our primary outcome measure in all treatments is the belief that Player B holds about the

prior behavior of Player A. After the allocation, we ask Player B whether or not the specific

Player A matched with her selected the equal split. If the answer is correct, Player B earns

an additional £2.50. Our main outcome variable “unfavorable belief” is a dummy variable

indicating whether Player B believes Player A to have chosen the unfair allocation.2 Note

2We also elicited a more general belief. For this purpose, we ask Player B how many of the previous
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that this belief is behaviorally meaningful because it will affect the decision of Player B, and

we can cleanly measure it in an incentivized way – it thus fulfills the first requirement for the

choice paradigm described above.

We implement the simple binary dictator games to create an obvious tension between self-

gratification and social behavior for the participants. While our information structure implies

that Player B’s belief about the behavior of Player A should not depend on her choice set,

the literature on motivated beliefs (Di Tella et al.; 2015; Zimmermann; 2020; Drobner; 2022)

suggests that it nevertheless does. In particular, it might be psychologically convenient for

Player B to take the £4 for herself if she believes Player A did the same. Generating such a

justification to resolve the tension between self-gratification and social behavior self-servingly

is only advantageous or necessary if the unfair option is available. Hence, Players B without

choice options and those with choice options are identical on average, except that participants

with the larger choice set are more motivated to adopt a negative perception of Player A.

Any self-serving bias in beliefs induced by the treatment manipulation is therefore exogenous

to participants’ characteristics and information. The induction of motivated beliefs, there-

fore, fulfills requirements number two and three of the choice paradigm raised above – it is

exogenous and uninformative.3

3.2 Treatments

Table 1 depicts an overview of the treatments implemented in our 2x2x2 design. As described

above, our first treatment dimension varies Player B’s choice set. In the treatment arms

labeled Choice, Player B has the option to allocate the endowment unevenly. This option

implies a motivation to distort her beliefs regarding Player A’s behavior self-servingly. In

100 Players A picked the unequal option. If the answer deviates by at most 5 in absolute terms from the

correct answer, the subject earns £2.50. For this “unfavorable general belief”, we find similar but weaker and

sometimes insignificant results (see Appendix B). This difference is consistent with Di Tella et al. (2015),

who also find more substantial effects for specific than general beliefs. It is also consistent with the idea of

motivated beliefs: It is sufficient to hold an unfavorable belief about one’s partner to justify unfair behavior.

Believing that the full population of participants is selfish is not necessary.

3We also elicited the analogous beliefs of Player A as well as her second-order beliefs about Player B’s

beliefs. If Player B has no choice, we ask Player A only to report her second-order belief concerning Player B.

In this case, we inform Player A after her allocation choice that Player B has no choice.
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Table 1: Treatment Overview

No Quotes Quotes

No Chat Chat No Chat Chat

No Choice NoChoice-NoChat NoChoice-Chat NoChoice-NoChat-Quotes NoChoice-Chat-Quotes

n = 171 n = 324 n = 143 n = 270

Choice Choice-NoChat Choice-Chat Choice-NoChat-Quotes Choice-Chat-Quotes

n = 164 n = 333 n = 146 n = 270

Note: The table provides an overview of the different treatments of the experiment and the number of

Players B in each treatment after taking out the fastest 15% (see below). We balanced the number of

independent observations and thus collected about twice as many subjects in the communication treatments

as compared to the no communication treatments.

contrast, Player B in the treatment arms labeled NoChoice has no choice options and,

therefore, no incentive to distort her beliefs. From the perspective of Player A, these two

treatments are identical because this player is not informed about the choice options of

Player B. The average differences in beliefs of Players B between the Choice-NoChat and

NoChoice-NoChat conditions measure the extent to which individuals in the Choice

treatment hold induced motivated beliefs, i.e, the prevalence of induced motivated beliefs in

the absence of communication.

Our second treatment dimension varies whether or not participants communicate with an-

other subject in the same role. Players B in the treatment arms labeled NoChat do not

interact with any other participant during the experiment. Players B in the treatment arms

labeled Chat enter a surprise communication stage immediately after reading the instruc-

tions and before making their allocation decisions (if any) and reporting their beliefs.4 The

free-form chat lasts for three minutes, and we encourage participants to discuss the previous

behavior of Players A and their intended own decisions before the chat starts. We seek to

study the propagation of motivated beliefs within like-minded communities. At the commu-

4A screenshot of the chat window can be found in Figure 3 in the appendix.
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nication stage, we thus group Players B together that face the same choice options; they are

both either in a Choice or a NoChoice treatment arm, i.e,. both communication partners

hold the same motivation to distort their beliefs. Overall, participants in the conditions

NoChoice-Chat and Choice-Chat both communicate and are, on average, identical in

all aspects except for their motivation to distort their beliefs. The difference in average be-

liefs between NoChoice-Chat and Choice-Chat thus allows us to measure the extent to

which individuals in Choice-Chat hold induced motivated beliefs after communicating. In

analogy, the difference between Choice-NoChat and NoChoice-NoChat quantifies the

prevalence of induced motivated beliefs in the absence of communication (see above). Impor-

tantly, when we compare these two differences, we can identify to what extent communication

with individuals holding similar biases propagates these biases. Therefore, when describing

the results in Section 4, this difference-in-differences estimator is a major outcome of interest.

Our third treatment dimension is designed to analyze which characteristics of the commu-

nication environment foster or mitigate the propagation of motivated beliefs. An essential

aspect in this regard is the availability of plural opinions that subjects can draw upon and

refer to in the conversations. If subjects have concerns about holding or communicating po-

tentially unpopular opinions (see Loury; 1994; Morris; 2001; Golman; 2023), the availability

of such plural opinions may provide social cover and can thereby significantly affect an in-

dividual’s inclination to communicate and uphold their desired beliefs (Masser and Phillips;

2003; Bursztyn, Egorov, Haaland, Rao and Roth; 2023). To create a communication envi-

ronment that reflects the presence of multiple external opinions, in the treatment arms with

Quotes, we display two opposing quotes to all Players B after the instructions, i.e, before a

potential chat and before their allocation decision. These quotes are

“I think we are living in selfish times.”

Javier Bardem, Hollywood actor and Oscar winner.

and

“I’m just thankful I’m surrounded by good people.”

Jon Pardi, singer and songwriter.
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All participants in the conditions with Quotes receive both quotes, also participants who

do not have the opportunity to chat. The two quotes generate a plurality of opinions that

may allow participants to find social cover for holding and expressing either opinion in the

chat. In the conditions with NoQuotes, we simply do not provide the quotes. Because we

think of the treatments without the quotes as our baseline, we omit the label NoQuotes in

their acronyms for expositional clarity. In light of the considerations above, studying how the

communication environment affects the propagation of motivated beliefs requires employing

a triple difference estimator, i.e., we study how the above-described difference-in-differences

depends on the communication environment.

3.3 Experimental Procedures

We conducted the experiment online using Prolific and oTree (Chen et al.; 2016).5 At the

beginning of the experiment, participants received written on-screen instructions explaining

the rules and details of the experiment. Afterward, they answered control questions, ensuring

a basic understanding of the experiment. We excluded the 22% of registered participants

who did not answer all of these questions correctly. We informed the remaining participants

whether they were Player A or B. The main part of the experiment started once we matched

each Player B to a partner by arrival time. Due to the large active subject pool, the average

waiting time was only a few seconds. To hold waiting times between the introduction and

the main part constant across treatments, we formed pairs of Players B in all conditions,

although only those in the Chat conditions interacted with each other. At the end of the

experiment, all participants answered short surveys on demographics, their education, and

social media usage.6 For the participants in the conditions with Quotes, we additionally

elicited social preferences by standard questionnaire items.7

5We received prior ethics approval from the joint ethics committee of Goethe University Frankfurt and

Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz.

6In terms of social media usage, we elicited whether participants actively create content on social media,

how often they use social media, and whether they share their political views on social media.

7In analogy to Falk et al. (2018), we measure positive reciprocity and general trust by asking, on an eleven-

point Lickert scale, whether participants are willing to return a favor and whether they believe that people

have only the best intentions. To measure altruism, we asked how many of unexpectedly received £1000 they

would be willing to donate to a good cause.
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For all treatments, we first implemented sessions with only the participants in the role of

Player A. We informed them that we would later match them with a participant in the role

of Player B and that they would receive their payment resulting from the choices of Player B

in a second tranche. After collecting the decision data from Players A, we ran sessions with

the participants in the role of Player B. We matched each participant in these sessions with

one Player A from the first part of the experiment. After this second part of the experiment,

we transferred the remaining payoff from Player B’s decision to the corresponding Player A.

Our main object of interest is the belief of Player B concerning the behavior of the Player A

who is matched with her. To obtain approximately the same number of independent obser-

vations in each treatment, we oversampled the treatments in the Chat conditions by a factor

of two. A potential problem with online experiments is that participants might click through

the experiment without paying attention to the instructions. To improve data quality, we

dropped the fastest 15% of participants in each treatment, overall 316 observations. Our

results are qualitatively robust to including these observations.

Participants took, on average, about 8 minutes to complete the experiment and earned on

average £6.00. In total, 4316 subjects participated in the study. All participants were located

in the U.S. and between 18 and 60 years old. We conducted the experiment in two waves.

The first wave elicited observations for all treatments in the conditions with NoQuotes,

and the second wave for all treatments in the conditions with Quotes. Table 1 provides an

overview of the number of observations for each treatment. We held all key aspects of the

experiment constant across waves. In particular, the order and content of the experimental

tasks and instructions were identical across all participants, treatments, and waves of the

experiment. Moreover, when recruiting participants, we imposed identical constraints on the

characteristics of the participant pool. Table 5 in the appendix summarizes the balance checks

showing that these procedures resulted in an overall well-balanced sample of participants

across all treatment cells depicted in Table 1 with two exceptions. Participants in the first

wave are less likely to be female and more likely to be older than the median age of 32

years than in the second wave. Most empirical tests we conduct are within waves, so the

differences do not affect the corresponding results. For all analyses using data from both

waves, we always present the raw treatment differences and specifications controlling for age

and gender to account for the wave-specific differences in our empirical analysis.
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4 Results

Our empirical analysis first investigates the presence of motivated beliefs without commu-

nication. For this purpose, we study the difference between the NoChoice and Choice

conditions in the NoChat treatment arms. We then analyze how communication with

other participants holding, on average, the same motivated beliefs affects the prevalence

of motivated beliefs. Hence, we estimate how the difference between the NoChoice and

Choice conditions changes with communication. Finally, we explore what kind of communi-

cation environments are more or less susceptible to reinforcing motivated beliefs, i.e., how the

difference-in-differences depends on the availability of plural opinions in the communication

environment.

4.1 Motivated Beliefs without Communication

A prerequisite for our analysis is that our experimental intervention exogenously shifts the

beliefs of Player B concerning Player A. We test this presumption by comparing the Choice

and NoChoice conditions in the scenarios without communication. Figure 1 shows the av-

erage beliefs of Player B in the four treatments without communication. It demonstrates

that we induce strongly motivated beliefs for individuals in the Choice conditions. In par-

ticular, the share of Players B with unfavorable beliefs about their Player A increases from

42% in NoChoice-NoChat to 62% in Choice-NoChat. Similarly, the share of Players B

with unfavorable beliefs about their Players A increases from 45% in NoChoice-NoChat-

Quotes to 55% in Choice-NoChat-Quotes. Both differences in beliefs are statistically

significant (Ranksum test, p < 0.01 and p = 0.09 in the NoQuotes and Quotes conditions,

respectively). The effects are not only statistically significant but also economically sizable.

In the treatments with NoQuotes, the share of unfavorable beliefs increases by roughly

20pp or 48% and in those with Quotes by roughly 10pp or 22%. Overall, the treatment

intervention Choice thus increases the share of participants attributing negative intentions

to their partner: it induces a self-serving negative perception of other participants.

While the effect of the Choice conditions on beliefs differs slightly between the conditions

withQuotes andNoQuotes, this difference is not statistically significant. More specifically,

Rank-sum tests show that beliefs do neither differ significantly betweenChoice-NoChat and
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Figure 1: Average Unfavorable Beliefs Without Communication
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NoQuotes Quotes

NoChoice Choice

Notes: The figure reports for the NoChat treatments the fraction of Players B who believe that their Player

A has chosen the unfair allocation. The dark gray bars report the fractions in the NoChoice and the light

gray bars the fractions in the Choice conditions.

Choice-NoChat-Quotes nor between NoChoice-NoChat and NoChoice-NoChat-

Quotes (Ranksum-test, p = 0.23 for the Choice conditions and p = 0.48 for the NoChoice

conditions). If beliefs are formed in isolation, the opposing quotes we provide to participants

thus do not appear to shift beliefs in one particular direction.

Result 1 The availability of different choice options induces substantially motivated self-

serving beliefs. This finding holds true irrespective of the existence of a plurality of previously

declared opinions.

While Result 1 summarizes the main insights from the treatments without communication,

there are two more points worth noting. First, our induction of motivated beliefs builds

on the idea of Di Tella et al. (2015), who argue that individuals employ motivated beliefs

in a self-serving manner to resolve a trade-off between self-gratification and social behavior.

Our choice data are consistent with this argument. In both Choice conditions without

communication, there is a strong correlation for Players B between holding an unfavorable

belief about Player A’s behavior and choosing an unfair allocation themselves. The respective
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Spearman correlations are 0.72 and 0.63 inChoice-NoChat andChoice-NoChat-Quotes

(p < 0.01 in both cases). In fact, across all conditions, around 90% of Players B that take the

unfair action also hold the unfavorable belief that their partner previously took the unfair

action.

Second, while not being our main outcome of interest, we can also look at the realized behavior

of Players A. Remember that from the perspective of Player A, all treatment conditions are

identical. Across all treatments, the share of Players A that choose the unfair allocation

is 51%. While this number is an interesting benchmark, the distance between the average

beliefs of Players B and the average actions of Players A may be influenced by the shape of

the underlying distribution of prior and posterior beliefs or by other cognitive biases. We,

therefore, focus on the difference between the Choice and NoChoice conditions to measure

the induced motivated beliefs of Players B.8

4.2 Communication and Motivated Beliefs

As argued in the previous section, participants in the Choice conditions without communica-

tion hold substantial motivated beliefs. The main objective of our experiment is to investigate

to what extent communication among individuals with the same motivation affects these mo-

tivated beliefs. Our results show that the answer crucially depends on the communication

environment. Consider first the NoQuotes conditions. The left panel of Figure 2 shows

that participants in the Choice condition also hold motivated beliefs if they communicate:

The fraction of participants reporting an unfavorable belief about their partner increases

from 37% in NoChoice-Chat to 44% in Choice-Chat. However, this 7pp difference is less

than half as large as the 20pp difference in the conditions without communication. Com-

munication without external plural opinions – even among participants with similar belief

distortions – thus attenuates rather than aggravates belief biases. The regression analysis

we present in Column (1) of Table 2 confirms this finding. Taking individual beliefs as the

8With the caveats mentioned above in mind, we can investigate the differences between Players A behavior

and Players B beliefs to compile suggestive evidence on the amount of uncertainty and the aggregate belief

biases concerning the behavior of Player A. In line with Ging-Jehli et al. (2020), players with NoChoices seem

to perceive the behavior of Players A slightly too positive, while subjects in the Choice conditions exhibit a

too negative view on Players A.
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Figure 2: Average Beliefs of Player B
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Notes: The figure reports for all treatments the fraction of Players B who believe that their Player A has

chosen the unfair allocation. The dark gray bars report the fractions in the NoChoice and the light gray bars

the fractions in the Choice conditions.

dependent variable, the coefficient of the difference-in-differences is negative and statistically

significant (p = 0.04, t-test).

Result 2 In the absence of external plural opinions, communication reduces motivated be-

liefs.

Next, we consider the conditions with Quotes. In this environment, the attenuating effect

of communication on motivated beliefs is nullified or even reversed (see the right panel of

Figure 2). Remember that the difference in average beliefs of Players B between the Choice

and NoChoice conditions without communication but with the additional Quotes is 10pp.

As discussed above, individuals in the Choice condition thus hold induced motivated beliefs

if they form beliefs in isolation. If participants communicate, the difference between the

Choice and the NoChoice conditions increases by 60% to 16pp. Hence, communication
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Table 2: Regression Results Unfavorable Beliefs

NoQuotes Quotes All

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Choice 0.21∗∗∗ 0.10∗ 0.21∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.06) (0.05) (0.05)

Chat -0.04 -0.08 -0.04 -0.04

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Chat × Choice -0.14∗∗ 0.06 -0.14∗∗ -0.14∗∗

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

Quotes 0.04 0.04

(0.06) (0.06)

Quotes × Choice -0.11 -0.11

(0.08) (0.08)

Quotes × Chat -0.04 -0.04

(0.07) (0.07)

Quotes × Chat × Choice 0.20∗∗ 0.20∗

(0.10) (0.10)

Older Than 32 Years -0.01

(0.02)

Female -0.08∗∗∗

(0.02)

Constant 0.42∗∗∗ 0.45∗∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗ 0.46∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Number of Observations 992 829 1821 1821

adjusted R2 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03

Notes: The table reports the results of OLS regressions. The dependent variable is an indicator whether

Player B holds the unfavorable belief on the behavior of Player A in all specifications. Column (1) analyses

the NoQuotes conditions, column (2) the Quotes conditions, and columns (3) and (4) all data jointly.

We report in parenthesis the standard errors clustered at the chat level for those who chat. Stars indicate

significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.
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aggravates motivated beliefs in the environment with Quotes. Accordingly, the coefficient

of the difference-in-differences in Column (2) of Table 2 is positive. As it is imprecisely

estimated, however, it turns out to be statistically insignificant (p = 0.40). We therefore

conclude that the availability of plural opinions apart from the chat content nullifies or, if

anything, even reverses the attenuating effect of communication on motivated beliefs.

Columns (3) and (4) speak to our second main research question, i.e., whether the effect

of communication on motivated beliefs differs across communication environments with and

without external plural opinions. To answer this question, we compare the 6pp increase in

motivated beliefs in the environment with Quotes to the 13pp decrease in the environment

with NoQuotes. The coefficient of the corresponding triple interaction in Column (3) is

positive and statistically significant (p = 0.046). Column (4) of Table 2 confirms that this

result also holds if we control for the age and gender of participants. In fact, all coefficients

literally remain identical after rounding to two digits.9 Hence, communication environments

with a plurality of previously declared opinions are significantly more prone to reinforce

motivated beliefs than communication in environments where such opinions are absent.

Result 3 In the presence of external plural opinions, communication allows motivated beliefs

to persist or even aggravates them. Furthermore, communication with like-minded partners

is significantly more likely to aggravate motivated beliefs in the presence of external plural

opinions.

4.3 Mechanisms

Result 3 documents that the characteristics of the communication environment are crucial

in determining both the direction and magnitude of the impact of communication on moti-

vated beliefs. This result immediately raises the question of how communication itself and

participants’ reactions to it differ between the environments with and without external plu-

ral opinions. In general, there are two possible reasons why the effect of communication on

9In further regressions not reported here in detail, we fully interact the model with age or gender to test

whether any of the coefficients above depends on these characteristics. None of the interactions is statistically

significant (p > 0.20). While the statistical power of these regressions is lower, our coefficients of interest are

again almost identical to the ones in Table 2.
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motivated beliefs may differ across the two environments. First, previously declared opinions

may influence participants’ attitudes toward communication and, thus, the content or tone

of the chats. In particular, they might be more willing to express biased, unpopular beliefs

if they can draw upon or refer to such declared opinions—facilitating communication that

reinforces motivated beliefs. Second, available opinions besides the chat may change sub-

jects’ responses to the chat content. Specifically, external opinions may allow participants

to uphold self-serving beliefs even when their chat partner communicates a contrary point

of view. In line with Oprea and Yuksel (2022), a plurality of opinions may then facilitate

selective updating such that participants adjust their beliefs more strongly when statements

in the chat are consistent with their self-serving biases.

While we did not explicitly design our treatment variations to quantify the contribution of

each of these factors to our results, the chat content provides indications for their relative

importance. In the following analysis, we will investigate how communication differs between

the conditions with and without available plural opinions. To improve statistical power, we

pool all chat data from the conditions with Quotes and compare it to the pooled data from

the conditions with NoQuotes.10 In analogy to above, we drop all observations from chats

in which at least one of the chat partners belongs to the fastest 15% of participants in their

treatment.11

4.3.1 Willingness to Reveal Unfavorable Beliefs

We first study how the presence of a plurality of opinions affects the content and tone of the

chats. We compare the chat content and tone across conditions with four different approaches,

but we never find any significant differences between the scenarios with and without Quotes.

First, there is no significant difference in the length of chats regarding the number of typed

words (p = 0.17, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).12 Second, we hired two research assistants

10We get qualitatively the same results when we do not pool the data but analyze the differences between

the Quotes and NoQuotes conditions separately for the Choice and NoChoice conditions.

11Compared to the analysis in the previous section, this filtering eliminates data from further 136 partic-

ipants, leaving 541 chats from 1082 participants. On average, each participant writes 4.9 messages or 34.9

words, yielding an average chat length of 9.9 messages or 69.8 words.

12The chats comprise, on average, 10.2 messages or 68.5 words in the NoQuotes treatments and 9.5

messages or 71.4 words in the Quotes treatments.
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who coded the chat content in various aspects. Most importantly, they recorded whether a

participant mentioned an unfavorable belief about the behavior of her Player A, and whether

such an unfavorable belief was the first belief to be mentioned in the chat.13 Note that these

mentioned beliefs do not have to, and often do not, coincide with the incentivized stated

beliefs after the chat. We find no significant difference in the number of times a participant

mentions the unfavorable belief (34.3% for NoQuotes conditions vs. 36.5% for Quotes

conditions, p = 0.47, Chi-squared test) or in the number of times the unfavorable belief is the

first belief to be mentioned in a chat (34.0% for NoQuotes conditions vs. 37.7% for Quotes

conditions, p = 0.37, Chi-squared test). Third, we defined two word lists, which include words

indicating that a subject expresses a favorable or unfavorable belief (see Appendix C.1 for

details). There are no significant differences in the number of chats that contain at least one

word from one of the lists or from both lists across conditions with and without Quotes

(p = 0.48 for words expressing a favorable belief, p = 0.44 for an unfavorable belief, p = 1.00

for both, Chi-squared tests). Fourth, we ran bigram and trigram analyses, capturing the

chats’ most frequently mentioned pairs and triples of words. After merging similar word

combinations, we ended up with three topics – splitting fairly, thinking about others, and

wishing good luck (for more details, see Appendix C.2). Although subjects seem slightly

more likely to wish their chat partner good luck at the end of the chat in the NoQuotes

treatments, we do not find substantial differences in the frequency with which the three topics

are mentioned across the conditions with and without quotes (p = 0.16 for fair split, p = 0.75

for thinking about others, p = 0.10 for wishing good luck, Chi-squared tests). Each of these

four analyses by itself, but in particular all of them jointly, strongly suggest that the presence

of plural opinions neither substantially changed the content nor the tone of the chats.

Result 4 The content or tone of the chats does not differ substantially between the conditions

with and without external plural opinions.
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Table 3: Regression Results Belief Correlations

NoQuotes Quotes All

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Other’s Belief 0.43∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05)

Quotes 0.07 0.06

(0.05) (0.05)

Other’s Belief × Quotes -0.20∗∗ -0.21∗∗

(0.08) (0.08)

Older than 32 Years -0.04

(0.04)

Female -0.10∗∗

(0.04)

Constant 0.27∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.27∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05)

Number of Observations 305 246 551 551

adjusted R2 0.18 0.05 0.12 0.13

Notes: The table reports the results of OLS regressions. The dependent variable is an indicator whether

Player B holds the unfavorable belief about the behavior of Player A in all specifications. Column (1) analyses

the conditions with NoQuotes, Column (2) the conditions with Quotes, and Column (3) and (4) all data

jointly. Other’s Belief is an indicator whether the chat partner holds the unfavorable belief about the behavior

of Player A. There is no clustering of standard errors at the chat level because there is only one observation

per chat. Stars indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

4.3.2 Immunity to Inconvenient Opinions

Next, we analyze how participants respond to the content of the chats when updating their

beliefs. A critical measure in this regard is the correlation of elicited beliefs within chat

13Both research assistants first coded the chats independently, on the chat and individual levels. There was a

high degree of agreement in the relevant variables between the two codings (the same coding in approximately

80% of all chats, Cramér’s V above 0.7). Afterward, we asked them to provide a consolidated version of the

coding by resolving any differences in their coding via discussion. For all analyses, we use this consolidated

version of the coding.
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groups. If participants did not react to the observed chat, their beliefs should be uncorrelated

within a chat group. Instead, we find that beliefs are correlated within chat groups in all

four Chat conditions. The Spearman correlation coefficients are 0.42 in the NoQuotes

conditions and 0.24 in the conditions with Quotes (p < 0.001 for both correlations). Overall,

the strong correlations between chat partners’ beliefs show that communication induces an

alignment of beliefs among chat partners.

Importantly, the correlation of chat partners’ beliefs is weaker in the Quotes conditions than

in the NoQuotes conditions. Confirming this observation, Table 3 shows linear regressions

with the subject’s beliefs as the dependent variable. Indeed, columns (3) and (4) show that

the existence of a plurality of external opinions significantly reduces the correlation between

the chat partners’ beliefs. The weakened link implies that participants are more likely to

stick to their own beliefs rather than adopting their chat partner’s point of view when they

can also refer to or subscribe to alternative opinions.

The weaker correlations show that participants generally discount the chat content in the

presence of plural opinions. However, this finding does not reveal why a communication

environment with external plural opinions is more susceptible to cause a reinforcement of

motivated beliefs. To investigate this question further, we study whether information dis-

counting is selective in a self-serving fashion. In particular, we analyze whether the Quotes

enable participants to maintain their motivated beliefs even when their partner expresses an

opinion contradicting their self-serving bias, we look at the chat content. Table 4 illustrates

the correlation between the beliefs a participant states in the incentivized elicitation following

the chat and the opinions articulated by their partner during the conversation. Reiterating

the findings from above, this correlation is significantly weaker in the Quotes condition than

in the NoQuotes condition. Importantly, however, plural opinions seem to asymmetrically

impede the connection between observed statements in the conversation and beliefs: If the

chat partner’s statements align with the motivated belief, plural opinions do not have a sig-

nificant impact on beliefs, as indicated by the coefficients of Quotes (p > 0.5, t-tests). In

contrast, if the chat partner refrains from supporting the self-serving bias or even declares an

opinion against the motivated belief, individuals are significantly more likely to uphold self-

serving, negative beliefs in the presence of plural opinions (p < 0.03, post estimation Wald

tests). Overall, the availability of plural opinions thus appears to disrupt the link between

statements in the chat that correct self-serving biases and participants’ ex-post beliefs.
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Table 4: Stated Beliefs Conditional on Chat Partner’s Mentioned Beliefs

NoQuotes Quotes All

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Partner did not mention unfavorable belief -0.41∗∗∗ -0.29∗∗∗ -0.41∗∗∗ -0.41∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Quotes -0.03 -0.03

(0.05) (0.05)

Partner did not mention unfav. belief × Quotes 0.12∗ 0.12∗

(0.07) (0.07)

Older Than 32 Years -0.04

(0.03)

Female -0.09∗∗∗

(0.03)

Constant 0.67∗∗∗ 0.65∗∗∗ 0.67∗∗∗ 0.74∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

N 594 488 1082 1082

adj. R2 0.16 0.08 0.12 0.13

Quotes + Partner not ment. × Quotes = 0 0.018 0.030

Notes: The table reports the results of OLS regressions. The dependent variable is an indicator whether

Player B holds the unfavorable belief about the behavior of Player A in all specifications. Column (1) analyses

the conditions with NoQuotes, Column (2) the conditions with Quotes, and Column (3) and (4) all data

jointly. We report in parenthesis the standard errors clustered at the chat level. Stars indicate significance at

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

Result 5 In the presence of external plural opinions, participants are less responsive to com-

munication. This insensitivity to communication is more pronounced if the chat content

inconveniently does not coincide with their self-serving motivated beliefs.
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents a controlled online experiment studying the effects of communication

on the formation and propagation of biased beliefs. Our findings reveal that communication

reduces motivated beliefs even if communication takes place among individuals with the same

motivated beliefs. However, this finding only holds in communication environments that are

free of previously declared plural opinions to which individuals can refer and subscribe to.

In the presence of plural opinions, communication allows motivated beliefs to persist or even

reinforces them. This finding highlights the important role of the communication environment

in the proliferation of biases. Our evidence indicates that the availability of plural opinions

enables individuals to selectively ignore information that does not support their desired self-

serving beliefs.

Preserving a plurality of opinions is vital to the freedom of expression and, therefore, to a

healthy democratic discourse. At the same time, our paper suggests that the presence of opin-

ions supporting political views that are otherwise socially ostracized may also involve costs:

They may create communication environments in which biased beliefs stemming from indi-

viduals’ motivations can thrive and even become contagious. Therefore, our findings indicate

that social media platforms, and society in general, may have a reason to regulate certain

statements, particularly extreme opinions based on fake news, that are counterproductive

when forming factually correct public opinions.

An important advantage of our setting is that it allows exogenous manipulation of motivated

beliefs and communication environment in a simple experimental paradigm. It is, therefore,

well suited to study how other biases in beliefs spread through different forms of commu-

nication in social networks. Our paper focuses on the spread of motivated beliefs through

communication in two-person chats. Extending this analysis to multi-person chats, forums,

endogenously selected communication partners, other forms of belief bias, chatbots, or large

language models seems to be a rich, largely unexplored, and important area for future re-

search. Such future research will hopefully provide guidance on how to strike a balance

between countering the spread of belief biases and preserving the plurality of opinions vital

to a liberal society.
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Appendix A Randomization Checks

This section presents the randomization checks for all treatment conditions. To ease their

exposition, we binarize several variables. Concerning gender, 2% of our participants report

to be neither male nor female. When creating the dummy variable female, we pool those

observations with those reporting to be male. Second, we generate a dummy variable ”old”

that is equal to one for all participants reporting an age at or above the median age of 33

years. Third, we create a dummy variable ”No university degree” that is zero if and only if

the highest reported degree is a high school degree. Fourth, we generate a dummy “Daily

Social Media Use” that is equal to one if and only if the participant reports using social media

daily.

Table 5 contains the summary statistics of Players B in all treatments. It reports the p-values

referring to Chi-squared tests concerning the null hypothesis of no differences across (i) the

four treatments in the NoQuotes condition (pNQ) (ii) the four treatments in the Quotes

condition (pQ), and (iii) the eight treatments in both conditions (pall). The p-values pQ and

pNQ show that we have an overall well-balanced sample within the Quotes and NoQuotes

conditions. The pall-values show significant differences across all treatments only in gender

and age. These differences arise because participants in the Quotes conditions are older and

less likely to be female. As explained in Section 3, we conducted the experiment in two waves:

All conditions with NoQuotes were conducted between the 30th of November and 16th of

December 2021, and all conditions with Quotes between the 5th and 13th of December 2022.

This timing may have created the differences in the characteristics across waves. However,

most of our analyses are within waves, so these differences do not affect the corresponding

results. For the few analyses containing data from both waves, we always present the raw

treatment differences and specifications controlling for age and gender to account for these

wave-specific differences in our empirical analysis.
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Appendix B Results on General Beliefs

Next to our main outcome variable, we also elicited a ”general” belief for Player B. In

particular, we asked Players B how many of the previous 100 Players A picked the unequal

option. If the answer deviated by at most 5 in absolute terms from the correct answer, the

subject earned £2.50. Note that this belief is not immediately related to the specific Player A

that is matched to Player B, so the motivation to distort this belief to justify self-gratification

instead of social behavior is considerably smaller than for the specific belief that we discuss in

the main text (Di Tella et al.; 2015). Consistent with this idea, we find qualitatively identical

but overall considerably weaker patterns when repeating the analysis of the main text with

this general belief as the dependent variable.

To be more specific, Table 6 summarizes the findings of our main specifications when we use

the general instead of the specific belief as the dependent variable. First, when analyzing the

formation of beliefs in isolation, the availability of Choice options induces motivated beliefs

in both theQuotes andNoQuotes conditions. However, only the increase in average beliefs

in the Quotes conditions is statistically significant, see Columns (1) and (2). Second, we find

that communication via Chats slightly reduces induced motivated beliefs in the NoQuotes

conditions and slightly aggravates them in theQuotes conditions. However, both coefficients

of the corresponding interaction terms turn out to be statistically insignificant, see Columns

(3) and (4). Controlling for age and gender has very little effect on our coefficients of interest.

Overall, the results for our general beliefs are qualitatively identical to our main results but

considerably weaker. This difference reiterates previous findings from the literature. For

example, Di Tella et al. (2015) also find substantially weaker effects when considering a

general belief instead of a specific belief. These common findings also align with the broader

idea underlying motivated beliefs: To justify self-gratification, it is convenient to believe

that the matched Player A chose unfairly, while it is not essential to believe that the entire

population of Players A did so.
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Table 6: Regression Results General Unfavorable Beliefs

NoQuotes Quotes All

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Choice 3.91 4.96∗ 3.91 3.88

(2.93) (2.97) (2.93) (2.94)

Chat -7.39∗∗∗ -3.31 -7.39∗∗∗ -7.08∗∗

(2.75) (2.86) (2.75) (2.75)

Chat × Choice -0.24 1.76 -0.24 -0.01

(3.82) (3.94) (3.82) (3.81)

Quotes -1.93 -2.20

(3.03) (3.03)

Quotes × Choice 1.05 1.00

(4.17) (4.17)

Quotes × Chat 4.08 3.71

(3.96) (3.94)

Quotes × Chat × Choice 2.00 1.69

(5.49) (5.46)

Older than 32 Years -1.26

(1.25)

Female -6.12∗∗∗

(1.24)

Constant 58.64∗∗∗ 56.71∗∗∗ 58.64∗∗∗ 62.33∗∗∗

(2.10) (2.18) (2.10) (2.30)

Number of Observations 992 829 1821 1821

adjusted R2 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03

Notes: The table reports the results of OLS regressions of treatment differences in the general beliefs of

Players A. Column (1) analyses the NoQuotes conditions, column (2) the Quotes conditions, and columns

(3) and (4) all data jointly. We report in parenthesis the standard errors clustered at the chat level for those

who chat. The stars indicates significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Appendix C Details on Code-Based Chat Analysis

We use two code-based approaches to analyze the chat content. In Appendix C.1, we con-

struct word lists to capture the content of the chats. In Appendix C.2, we analyze the

frequency of the most common bigrams and trigrams across treatments.

Appendix C.1 Results on Word Lists

In the first code-based approach, we defined word lists indicating that a subject expresses a

favourable or an unfavorable belief about the behavior of Player A. The word list to quantify

favourable beliefs contains the following words: “fair”, “fairly”, “equal”, “equally”, “even”,

“evenly”, “generous”, “nice”, “half”, “kind”, “split”, “good”, “hope”. In analogy, the word

list indicating unfavorable beliefs contains the words: “unfair”, “unfairly”, “greedy”, “self-

ish”, “keep”, “kept”, “take”, “himself”, “herself”, “themselves”, “bad”. Table 7 reports the

absolute and relative frequencies of both topics in the chats, conditional on whether or not

participants observe the Quotes prior to the chat. There are no significant differences in

these frequencies across the conditions with and without quotes (p = 0.48 for words express-

ing a favorable belief, p = 0.44 for an unfavorable belief, p = 1.00 for both, Chi-squared

tests).

Table 7: Distribution of Manual Topics in Chats

Topic(s)

Treatment Fair Unfair Both Number of Chats

NoQuotes 265 189 169 297

[89.23%] [63.64%] [56.90%]

Quotes 212 164 139 244

[86.89%] [67.21%] [56.97%]

p-value 0.48 0.44 1.00

Notes: The table reports the distribution of manually defined topics conditional on Quotes. Relative fre-

quencies per treatment reported in brackets. p-values from Chi-squared tests.
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Appendix C.2 Results on Bigram and Trigram Analysis

In order to quantify the tone and content of the chats, we also ran bigram and trigram

analyses. These analyses capture the most frequently mentioned pairs and triples of words

in the chats (after deleting punctuation and stop words such as articles, prepositions, etc.).

The top 11 (due to a tied 10th place) combinations are reported in Table 8 in descending

order of frequency. Because the single trigram “think participant chose” contains the frequent

bigram “think participant”, we exclude this trigram from our analyses. After merging similar

bi-/trigrams such as “50 50” and “even split” or “think participant” and “think people”, we

ended up with three topics – the fair split, thinking about others, and wishing good luck (see

the last column of Table 8). Table 9 reports the absolute and relative frequencies of the topics

in the chats, conditional on the availability of external plural opinions. Although subjects

seem slightly more likely to wish their chat partner good luck at the end of the chat in the

NoQuotes treatments, we do not find substantial differences in the frequency with which

the three topics are mentioned across the conditions with and without quotes (p = 0.16 for

fair split, p = 0.75 for thinking about others, p = 0.10 for wishing good luck, Chi-squared

tests).
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Table 8: Bigram and Trigram Analyis of Chat Content – Topics

Bigram / Trigram Count Topic

50 50 142 Fair split

think participant 137 Thinking about others

participant chose 90 Thinking about others

think people 60 Thinking about others

good luck 56 Wishing good luck

split evenly 55 Fair split

even split 46 Fair split

think chose 46 Thinking about others

think participant chose 44 Thinking about others

chose 50 40 Fair split

think would 40 Thinking about others

Notes: The table shows the ten most frequent bigrams and trigrams that occur in the chats across all treat-

ments. Column “Count” refers to the number of chats in which the bi-/trigram occurs. Column “Topic” refers

to the topic assignment that was done manually after the identification of the bi-/trigrams.

Table 9: Bigram Analyis of Chat Content – Distribution of Topics

Topic

Treatment
Fair Thinking Wishing Number

split about others good luck of Chats

NoQuotes 164 207 37 297

[55.22%] [69.70%] [12.46%]

Quotes 119 166 19 244

[48.77%] [69.03%] [7.79%]

p-value 0.16 0.75 0.10

Notes: The table reports the distribution of topics from bigrams conditional on Quotes. Relative frequencies

per treatment reported in brackets. Topics include all bigrams listed in Table 8. p-values from Chi-squared

tests.
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Appendix D Instructions and Screenshots

Figure 3: Screenshot of Chat Window

Notes: Chat screen of Players B with exemplary text. Participants had three minutes to chat with their

partner.
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[All Participants] 

Welcome 

 

Welcome to this online experiment, and thank you for your participation.  

The experiment consists of two parts.   

In each part, you can earn money.   

There is no base payment, but we will ensure that you earn at least £2.50 in the experiment.  

You will receive your payment within the next couple of days. 

 

 

Instructions 
 

This screen contains the instructions for Parts 1 and 2 of the experiment.  

Please read them carefully. You will find three comprehension questions on the next screen.  

You can only start with the experiment if you answer them correctly.  

If at least one answer is wrong, you will drop out of the experiment. 

 

Roles 
Participants in this experiment are randomly matched into fixed pairs.  

There is one Participant A and one Participant B in each pair.  

You will learn whether you are Participant A or B after reading the instructions. 

 

Part 1 
In Part 1 of the experiment, Participant A decides about the allocation of £5.00 between Participant A and B. 

Participant A has two options: 

 

 Option 1        Option 2 

     
Hence, Participant A can either take £4.00 for himself and leave £1.00 for Participant B.  

Or he can allocate £2.50 to each participant in your group. 

 

Part 2 
In Part 2 of the experiment, Participant B decides about the allocation of another £5.00 between Participant A and B.  

However, the options that Participant B will face when he makes this decision are not certain yet. 

 

In 50 % of cases, Participant B will face the same options as Participant A in Part 1.  

Hence, he can choose between: 

 

Option 1        Option 2 

             



 

In this case, Participant B can either take £4.00 for himself and leave £1.00 for Participant A.  

Or he can allocate £2.50 to each participant in your group. 

 

In the remaining 50% of cases, Participant B cannot decide between any options. 

 

      Certain Allocation 

   
 

In this case, the allocation will thus be £2.50 to each participant in your group. 

 

The respective money amount in GBP from both parts will be transferred to the Prolific accounts of Participants A 

and B. 

 

Information 
Which options Participant B faces is determined at the beginning of Part 2.  

Therefore, when making his decision, Participant A does not know the options of Participant B. 

 

When making his decision, Participant B does not know the decision of Participant A in Part 1 of the experiment.  

 

 

Comprehension Questions [correct answer marked with *] 

 

When making his decision, does Participant A know the options of Participant B in Part 2? 

• Yes 

• No (*) 

 

When making his decision, does Participant B know the decision of Participant A in Part 1?  

• Yes 

• No (*) 

What are the options of Participant A in Part 1 of the experiment? 

• £4.00 for himself and £1.00 for Participant B OR you both get £2.50. (*) 

• He has no choice, the allocation is £2.50 for you both. 

• It is not certain yet. 

 

 
[Participant A] 
Your Role 
 

You answered all comprehension questions correctly. 

 

We will now start with Part 1 of the experiment. 

The computer has determined that you will be in the role of Participant A in this experiment. 

 

 



Your Allocation Decision 
 

You can now decide how to split the £5.00 between you and Participant B of your group. 

How do you want to allocate the £5.00? 

• £4.00 for myself and £1.00 for Participant B 

• £2.50 for myself and £2.50 for Participant B 

 

 

Further Questions 

 
Next, we would like to ask you two short questions. 

We ask you for your opinion. There is no right or wrong answer here. 

 

Question 1 

Participant B will, similar to you, decide how to split £5.00 between you and himself. 

Suppose that Participant B can select between two options. 

The first option is a fair split of £2.50 for each of you two. 

The alternative option assigns £4.00 to Participant B and £1.00 to you. 

What do you think: What would Participant B in your group choose in this case? 

• £2.50 for Participant B himself and £2.50 for me 

• £4.00 for Participant B himself and £1.00 for me 

 

Question 2 

We will also ask Participant B what he thinks about your choices. 

What do you think: What will Participant B think about your choice? 

• Participant B thinks that I chose £4.00 for myself and £1.00 for him 

• Participant B thinks that I chose £2.50 for myself and £2.50 for him 

 

 
[Participant B] 

Your Role  

 
You answered all comprehension questions correctly. 

The computer has determined that you will be in the role of Participant B in this experiment. 
Participant A in your pair has already made his decision in Part 1. 
We will now start with Part 2 of the experiment. 

[Choice] The computer has further determined that you will decide between the following two options: 

Option 1        Option 2 

            
Please consider your options carefully. 



[NoChoice] The computer has further determined that you cannot choose the allocation. 
The allocation will thus be a fair split: 

      Certain Allocation 

 
 

 

Chat 

 
Before the experiment continues, you can chat with another participant of this experiment. 

This participant in the chat is also playing in the role of Participant B. 

 

In the chat, you can talk about the previous behavior of Participants A. 

After the chat, you can guess whether Participant A chose £2.50 for each of you or £4.00 for himself and £1.00 for 

you. 

If your assessment is correct, you earn an additional £2.50. 

 

Please do not reveal your identity in the chat and do not use offensive language. 

 

[Quotes & Chat] To start the conversation and to give you some food for thought, here are two quotes by famous 

personalities: 

 

 I think we are living in selfish times.  

— Javier Bardem, Hollywood actor and Oscar winner 

 

 I'm just thankful I'm surrounded by good people.  

— Jon Pardi, singer and songwriter 

 

 

Food for Thought [NoQuotes & NoChat] 

 
On the next screen, you can guess whether Participant A chose £2.50 for each of you or £4.00 for himself and £1.00 

for you. 

If your assessment is correct, you earn an additional £2.50. 

 

To give you some food for thought, here are two quotes by famous personalities: 

 

 I think we are living in selfish times.  

— Javier Bardem, Hollywood actor and Oscar winner 

 

 I'm just thankful I'm surrounded by good people.  

— Jon Pardi, singer and songwriter 

 

 



Your Allocation Decision [Choice] 

 
You can now decide how to split the £5.00 between you and Participant A of your group. 

 

How do you want to allocate the £5.00? 

• £4.00 for myself and £1.00 for Participant A 

• £2.50 for myself and £2.50 for Participant A 

 

 

Assessment 
 

Please assess the previous behavior of the Participant A in your group. 

If your assessment is correct, you receive a bonus of £2.50. 

 

What do you think: What was the choice of Participant A in your group? 

• £2.50 for Participant A himself and £2.50 for me 

• £4.00 for Participant A himself and £1.00 for me 

 

Please also assess the previous behavior of the last 100 Participants A in this experiment. 

If your answer deviates by at most 5 from the truth, you receive a bonus of £2.50. 

 

What do you think: How many of the last 100 Participants A have chosen to take £4.00 for themselves rather than 

choosing £2.50 for both players? 

 
Note: Please move the slider before continuing 

 

 

Assessment 

 
On the last screen you stated that you think that Participant A in your group took £2.50 for himself and left £2.50 for 

you. 

How likely do you think that this is true? 

 
Note: Please move the slider before continuing 

 

 
[All Participants] 

Survey 

 
As the final part of this experiment, we would like to ask you a few questions. 

 

Did you understand the rules of the experiment? 

• I understood them fully 

• I understood them almost fully 

• I understood them only partly 

• I did not understand them 



How old are you? 

 

What is your gender? 

• female 

• male 

• other 

 

What is your highest educational degree? 

• No degree 

• High school 

• Bachelor 

• Master 

• PhD 

 

If you go/went to university, what is/was your major? 

• Not applicable 

• Economics 

• Law 

• Psychology 

• Political sciences 

• Medicine 

• Natural sciences 

• Engineering 

• Other social sciences 

• Other 

 

How often do you use social media (Facebook, Twitter, ...)? 

• Not at all 

• Rarely 

• Regularly 

• Daily 

 

Do you share your political views on social media? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

Do you actively create content on social media? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

Do you and your closest friends share the same political orientation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 


